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Who We Are 👋



Transit-first navigation app  
in North America

#1

On an average weekday  
10% of public transit riders  
in the US will open Transit 



We've come so far 
Today 

If a bus isn’t in in the app 
it may as well not exist! 

• Real-time departures 

• Multimodal trip planning 

• Payments 

• Service alerts 

• Crowding information 

• On-demand microtransit 

...and more 

In one beautiful app.



300+ metro areas in 16 countries



#1 dedicated transit app 
in North America

Partner app of 100+ 
transit agencies🚌🧍🚏

🥜  
SPENT ON PAID USER 

ACQUISITION

300  
CITIES ACROSS 
16 COUNTRIES

4.7⭐  
AVERAGE  APP 
STORE RATING

~98%  
COVERAGE OF 
US & CANADA

1million+  
DAILY ACTIVE USERS

4 million+  
MONTHLY ACTIVE USERS

SAN JOSE

BOSTON

BALTIMORE

LOS ANGELESMONTREAL

VANCOUVERKANSAS CITY SALT LAKE CITY

ST. LOUISSANTA MONICA

Uniquely trusted by both riders and cities

7  
SESSIONS PER 
USER PER DAY

EDMONTON

400k  
DOWNLOADS 
PER MONTH



Who uses Transit? 
National survey 
results 

20% of users reported <10K in 
household income 

44% of users reported <30K 
and 52% of users <40K 

While 8% of Transit users 
report over 100K, the national 
average in 2017 was 21%  

Overall, we serve a population 
that is noticeably skewed to 
lower-income people 

SOURCE: TRANSIT APP FALL 2021 RHB SURVEY; APTA 2017



Transit in Sacramento 📍



Serving 
your riders

Local agencies we serve 
SacRT, Yolobus, Roseville, 
Unitrans, E-tran, Placer 
County Transit, Nevada 
County Connects. 

Further afield: CC 
Amtrak and 100% 
coverage of Bay Area and 
Central Valley agencies 

Post-pandemic peak 
exceeded pre-Covid high 
with 180K app-opens and 
4k+ active unique users

MONTHLY APP OPENS, JAN 2020-MAY 2022



Connecting your 
riders and the 
region
Serving multi-agency riders: 12% of all tapped 
routing suggestions which include SRTD also include 
regional agencies 

5.8% Yolobus 

4.1% include E-Tran 

2.6% include Capital Corridor 

1.4% Roseville 

1.4% include BART



Functionality📱



Home Screen 
The user-friendly design that sets us 
apart: riders get the information they 
need from Transit faster than any other 
app. 



Plan trips using 
multiple modes... 
Connect buses and trains with on-
demand options for faster and more 
cost-effective trips 

Fixed-route transit 
Microtransit 
Ridehail and taxis 
E-scooters 
Bikeshare 
Personal bike 

See results in real time for the best 
up-to-the second itineraries



…and multiple 
agencies 
Riders' lives don't stop at the 
edge of their transit agency's 
service area — their app 
shouldn't, either 

Seamless routing with clear 
agency branding for each leg of 
the trip



Subscribe  
to service alerts 

Tap on an alert to see more 
details about the disruption 

Users can receive push 
notifications there are new 
alerts either at all times or only 
during rush hour





Vehicle crowding 
From three possible sources:  

Crowdsourced from app users: 
available everywhere 

Real-time: available at no cost 
when you add occupancy info to 
your GTFS-RT feed 

Predictive: based on shared 
APC data; available for a 
monthly fee and includes future 
departures



Accessibility 
3.7% of Transit users have enabled an 
accommodation setting such as the 
accessible trip planner, display 
preferences or screen readers. 

Transit’s GO functionality includes 
audible instructions that let users know 
when their stop is approaching, helping 
riders with visual and functional 
impairments



In-app comms: 
helping your 
riders 
★★★★★ ratings and rave reviews 
improve how riders perceive 
agencies 

Quick projects, like mapping places 
to get vaccinated 

Although we’re not partners (yet 
😅), we keep up-to-date via SacRT’s 
newsletter and deploy banners 
when necessary



Sometimes, the most subtle changes can have a 
dramatic impact on the rider experience: Transit 
is constantly monitoring and finding these 
opportunities  

Transit offers an optimized experience to deal 
with an unfortunate reality: a nationwide 
operator shortage 

Crossing out the cancelled departure+sending 
an alert to the affected rider minimizes customer 
friction 

New:  
Cancelled Departures



Developed machine learning engine 
that leverages historical data, 
crowdsourced vehicle positions, and 
recent events to offer high quality arrival 
predictions 

Improves on AC Transit’s real-time ETAs 
by an average of 11% 

Key data edge over competing apps 

🔮 New: Prediction Engine



Tools and features 🤩



How you can work with us
1

2

3
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Mobile fare payment 

On-demand microtransit 

Secret weapons for your team 

Royale



One interface to bring together all your providers and services

Mobile ticketing 
60+ agencies offer cashless fares with our 
advanced features like account based 
ticketing, fare capping and transit wallets

On-demand microtransit 
Bridge fixed-route service and on-demand 
options, allowing riders to plan and book 
trips across your entire network

Micromobility 
Agencies increasingly operate or partner 
with bikeshare and e-scooter services, and 
we've integrated all the major players



TOKEN TRANSITMASABI PBSC

A universal account and interface... 
regardless of the city or service provider

BYTEMARK BCYCLE LYFT



The list keeps growing...

🚕 RIDEHAIL 🎟 FARE PAYMENT🛴 MICROMOBILITY 🚌 ON-DEMAND 📡 CAD/AVL

PIPELINE 
Conduent 
Vix 
Moovel



Mobile fare payment



Mobile payments 
Live for more than 60 agencies across the 
US and Canada including Las Vegas, 
Santa Monica, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis

FARE PAYMENT PARTNERS LIVE IN THE APP



Easy access 
- Stored value and account based 

ticketing 

- Pay with cash options  

- Fare capping 

- Reduced fare programs 



Transit 

60%

In-House App 
37%

Moovit 
1%

Uber 
2%

Riders' clear preference in 
cities where multiple apps 
sell faresMonthly gross ticketing sales (CAD)

$500k

$1,000k

2019 2020 2021

Ticketing sales continue 
to grow despite COVID

EZFARE, AN OHIO-WIDE TICKETING SCHEME 
MONTHLY REPORTS FROM LOCAL TRANSIT AGENCY



On-demand microtransit



Bring your services 
together 
Maximize the reach of your  
on-demand program with visibility 
on the Transit home screen in the 
service area 



Enable multimodal 
connections 
Give riders confidence to use  
on-demand microtransit as  
a first-mile, last-mile solution 



In-app promotion  
and instructions 
Promotional banners on our home 
screen help riders learn about  
the service and guide them to your 
website for more information



Top-notch providers 
Integration of on-demand microtransit 
service through partner APIs 

Allows users to discover the service, 
see next available trips and plan 
multimodal trips connecting fixed-route 
and on-demand services 

15 integrations in the US and Canada,  
with four different service providers



Secret weapons 
for your team



The definitive source for customer insights

APIs 
Our routing algorithms and real-time 
mobility information help power 
offerings from transit agencies and 
other platforms 

Instant rider surveys 
Target surveys to the right 
customer and get even more 
precise rider feedback  

Benchmarking 
We survey 30,000 users quarterly to 
help agencies understand rider 
sentiment and see how their agency 
stacks up against peers

Data services 
Leveraging billions of data points 
that provide insights to transit 
agencies and other mobility 
stakeholders



Real-time  
dashboards



Rider Happiness  
Benchmarking surveys

Quarterly in-app survey to determine 
customer satisfaction with their transit 
service, including demographic data 

Agency subscribers receive a custom 
report and raw data for their city 

Over 31,000 responses in North America 
in October 2021 

Top-line national results posted on our 
website

Prepared by

Autumn 2021 

Rider Happiness
Benchmarking  
Report

https://blog.transitapp.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/ISC_Automne2021-US_CAN.pdf
https://blog.transitapp.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/ISC_Automne2021-US_CAN.pdf


Mobility data analysis

User locations Origin-destination Trip densitiesFare activations Survey responses

DATA IS AGGREGATED AND ANONYMIZED TO PREVENT USER IDENTIFICATION



Trip Planning APIs 
Real-time information and trip planning 
results to power wayfinding kiosks, 
display screens, web pages and other 
platforms 

Data streams for public transit, biking, 
walking, bikeshare, e-scooters, carshare, 
ridehail and on-demand microtransit 

Service alerts, accessibility, crowding 
levels, fare info and service availability 
data included when available.



Custom survey distribution 
Precise targeting at small and large scales: 
specific routes, regions, activity levels, etc. 

Low cost allows greater frequency and 
scaling than in-person or phone survey 
methodologies 

Added source for questions of validation, 
replication and representation 

Helps engage typically hard-to-reach groups 
including Hispanic or low-income riders



Home screen banners 
Targeted by location  
or user behaviour cohort 

Can be published in the app’s  
7 supported languages 

Tapping the banner opens a web page 
within the app, such as your website 

Performance stats available  
(impressions, interactions, etc.) 

minutes

4
Beaubien

Montmorency

12 min
Where to?Where to?

Through August 22. Use Du Collège station 
instead.

Côte-Vertu station is closed due 
to track work

Tapez ici pour en savoir plus sur les titres

Évitez la file! Achetez votre titre STM 
mensuel aujourd'hui.

Get a ride for only a buck! Tap to learn more.

Meet Metro Micro, your new on-demand 
transit option



Targeted  
push notifications

Transit offers agencies a 
combination of highly-efficient 
custom banners, custom web 
pages, and targeted push 
notifications in our signature 
design and tone that guarantee 
your message is being received by 
the right riders at the right time.



TAP TO RATE

HOW WAS YOUR TRIP?

VIEW LEADERBOARD

154 HAPPIER RIDERS BECAUSE 

YOU’RE RIDING WITH GO

+76

!

15th

THIS MONTH

38

⭐ Rate-My-Ride 

Crowdsourcing prompts at the stop, 
onboard, and at the end of trip 
1. Is this stop accessible? (at the stop) 
2. Is the vehicle crowded? (on vehicle)  
3. Are people wearing masks? (on vehicle) 
4. Did the vehicle come on time? (on vehicle)  
5. Overall rating for ride (end of trip)

NOT
SURE

IT'S NOT 
ACCESSIBLE

IT LOOKS 
ACCESSIBLE

DO YOU THINK THIS STOP IS 
WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE?

Look for obstructions that prevent wheelchair 
users from safely waiting for the bus.

21 minArrive at 3:56 PM

 Wait for the bus

CROWDED
SOME 
CROWDING

NOT 
CROWDED

HOW CROWDED IS THE BUS?

20 minArrive at 3:56 PM

 Get off in 7 stops

LATER 
THAN 
EXPECTED

⌚

MORE OR 
LESS

"

SOONER 
THAN 
EXPECTED

#

DID THE BUS COME WHEN YOU 
EXPECTED IT?

20 minArrive at 3:56 PM

 Get off in 7 stops

MOST ARE 
NOT

! ""

ONLY SOME

!!"

MOST ARE

!!!

ARE PEOPLE WEARING MASKS ON 
THIS BUS?

19 minArrive at 3:56 PM

 Get off in 7 stops

1
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Network redesign preview 
Helps riders visualize how service  
will change under a major upcoming 
network redesign 

Integration of new GTFS schedule  
in parallel with the existing data 

Banner on the home screen and  
web page explaining how to preview 
upcoming changes

Tap to see how your line is affected

!
Reimagine RTS changes start May 17!



The best  
real-time predictions 

Machine learning (yes 🤖🧠 really) 

Analyzes archive of vehicle positions  
from agencies, as well as crowdsourced  
from users who opt in with GO 

Adjusted by looking at recent  
performance and conditions to  
generate better departure predictions 

Average accuracy rate ~88% 

Half as many inaccurate countdowns 
compared to other apps



Planned service changes 
Notifications for upcoming shakeups  
and holiday service changes 

Important for riders affected by planned 
changes on their line 

Link to agency web page with additional 
information about service changes 

Working with agencies to make this a 
powerful communication tool to assist 
riders during shakeups 

Available to Royale subscribers 
(individuals and agencies)



Transit Royale



A paid subscription that 
allows users to get more 
out of Transit and 
ensures core features 
remain free to all riders



NEARBY LINES
SEARCH A LINE, STOP 

OR DESTINATION PLAN A TRIP ITINERARY DETAILS

Core features remain free to all riders



LINES FARTHER AWAY FUTURE DEPARTURES PROMOTION TO RIDERSSHOW MORE TRIPS

Royale-only features



New features and extras for Royale subscribers

THEMES + ICONS GO CELEBRITY STATUSCUSTOM AVATAR LEADERBOARD



Priced 
affordably



We offer Royale 
for free to those 
who need it



Working with regional 
partner agencies so all 
riders get Royale for 
free 

Custom icon using your logos 

App theme options using your 
colours 

Prominent message so riders 
know you've given them 
the upgrade



Customer support  
and partnership perks



Coordinated  
customer support 

Complete user-facing documentation 
in-app and at help.transitapp.com 

Priority issue handling from our  
customer support and data teams 

Triage and forwarding  
of customer support tickets 

Rapid user-facing responses  
for any unexpected downtimes 

Trilingual  
Spanish/English/French

DDOT is aware and working on a fix

No real-time info for DDOT buses

La STM y travaille. De retour bientôt!

Temps réel de la STM insponible

CL scusiamo per il disagio

Dati en tempo reale non disponibili.

http://help.transitapp.com


Email us



GTFS-RT monitoring  
and diagnosis 
Complete analysis of static and real-time 
data prior to launch, plus post-launch 
ongoing monitoring/issue diagnosis 

Debugging GTFS-RT 

Resolving headsign issues  
in JSON APIs 

Automated real-time down checker 

Providing beta test environment,  
e.g. for API upgrades
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Data Tools 
Use the Transit Dashboard  
to track downloads, active 
users, sessions, and taps  
per transit line. 

Create service alerts in the app, 
and see how many users will 
receive push notifications. 
Triage and forwarding 



Client care 
Transit’s Partner Success team is  
your go-to resource and advocate. 

Staff Training 1x per year  
including take-home instructions PDF 

Quarterly & ”as needed”  
meetings with Christine and Kerra  
ensure ongoing success 

Monthly stats deep-dive  
tracks the app’s adoption and local usage 



How to reach us 
Want a banner?  
Have a general question or a request?  
Christine & the partnerships team can be 
reached via partners@transit.app 

Data problem?  
Contact our 14-person Data Team 
directly via data@transit.app 

Need help on the road? 
info@transitapp, or (better) use the easy 
in-app link in Settings

Email us

mailto:partners@transit.app
mailto:data@transit.app
mailto:info@transit.app


Case studies



Executives approached us about partnership, 
eventually deciding to shut down their branded 
app and push all customers to Transit 

Jointly developed vehicle crowding predictions, 
exclusively available in our app 

Integrated their RideCo on-demand transit 
service, and subscribed to our benchmarking 
product 

New procurements explicitly require integration 
into Transit (e.g. microtransit, subsidized 
ridehail, bikeshare)

LA Metro

185K 
MAU

+10% 
PRE-COVID MAU

6%

12%

 2019  2020  2021

LA Metro Weekday Adoption

CASE STUDY



MaaS sole source contract signed in 2019, 
emerged from informal marketing partnership 

Ticketing, data services, micromobility  
and on-demand transit integrations 

In 18 months, mobile ticketing in Transit 
reduced cash usage from 43% to 5% 

Among a handful of US agencies to go  
fully cashless, centered around our app 

Next: bundled micromobility payments  
and integrating our APIs into their website

Dayton, OH

25% 
OF ALL TICKET SALES

40%  
WEEKDAY ADOPTION

CASE STUDY




